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Experience Poises Celerity Solutions Group as EHR Integration Specialists
Denver, CO., February 23, 2011 – Celerity Solutions Group, a fluid outsource transcription partner, is
leading the industry in EHR integration allowing healthcare facilities to utilize both transcription and their
EHR to improve clinical documentation. This combined workflow enables providers to capture the full
patient story without affecting their productivity.
The process of integrating documentation directly into the EHR is straightforward. Celerity works within
the parameters of the incumbent technology for seamless integration. Celerity’s documentation
specialists and state-of-the-art technology are able to take the narrative report and create the expected
input required to populate discrete data and text into the EHR.
There are significant benefits of combining outsourced transcription with the EHR. Providers are
relinquished of the document creation burden and instead, documentation specialists capture the textual
and contextual patient data. Due to this shift, facilities can realize cost savings, improved clinician
satisfaction and time efficiency with limited change to clinician workflow. The most compelling benefit
of this workflow is the ability to effectively denote the patient narrative.
Celerity CEO, Dara Tribelhorn, said, “We are excited to provide this integrated option to healthcare
facilities. We believe that outsourced transcription and the EHR can work hand in hand to deliver the
most accurate, complete clinical documentation for quality patient care.”
EHR integration has proven successful at several of Celerity’s customer organizations such as Mental
Health Center of Denver (MHCD). Keeping traditional dictation in place, their providers dictate via
phone line then documents are transcribed by Celerity in an adapted format. Karen Barritt, Director of
Information Systems at MHCD, said, “Celerity’s team was able to work with our IT department to derive
a cost-effective, successful solution. Because of this partnership, the EHR integration process was simple
and easy.”
Similarly at Associates in Orthopedics (AIO), Celerity successfully integrated with their EHR with
minimal impact on their clinicians while maintaining complete, accurate documentation. Physicians at
AIO use the checkbox systems in the EHR to obtain meaningful use data as well as dictate the patient
story to capture the full record. Practice Administrator, Judith Spero, said, “Our providers are very
pleased with the quality and turnaround time of the medical records and did not have to adjust how they
dictate. Using our EHR in combination with Celerity’s services was the best solution for AIO.”
About Celerity Solutions Group
Celerity Solutions Group is a clinical documentation outsource partner providing fluid solutions for
medical transcription, management consulting and information technology implementation to hospitals
and clinics nationwide. Our transcription solutions adapt to organizational needs integrating with EHRs
and delivering accurate documentation healthcare providers can rely on for quality care. For more
information, please visit www.celeritysolutionsgroup.com.
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